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Introduction

Digital Assets: Through The Looking Glass
Digital Assets tend to live on a blockchain. Blockchain essentially is a Distributed
Ledger Technology that idiosyncratically uses cryptography to ensure the integrity
of the data it stores. Blockchain is a new approach to public and private database
architecture where the governance of the data is distributed among the parties
that use it. This architecture is enabled by cryptography and the use of tokens (e.g.
cryptocurrencies) as protagonists and incentives for (certain) participants to
perform the work necessary to ensure the data’s integrity.
Digital assets, most famously exemplified by cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, are not just financial
assets made digital. Nor are they merely another alternative financial asset. However tempting, it
would be overly simplistic and limiting to use such a definition.
In our view, we need to allow for the richness of possible ventures digital assets provide, laying the
path for the potential contribution to solving some of the largest challenges the world faces today
as well as its inherent risks.
Digital assets are unique not in and of itself due to its central capabilities enabled by the solution to
the double-spend problem, but rather due to the lack of analogue characteristics or representation.
It can leave our mind boggling as it’s inherently a highly theoretical and conceptual approach to
not just a monetary, but any type of value framework or paradigm. This causes it to face existential
criticism by the traditional incumbent institutions of today, facing potential new challenges to its
very existence.
This document provides guidance on delivering data, to help understand these digital assets more
thoroughly. For the data, we provide a fundamental, financial and technological view on what is,
essentially, a technological platform, service or protocol. Anyone who takes a purely financial
perspective is, in our view, fooling themselves. By providing data we hope to provide a better
understanding, much needed transparency and above all, insight into the good, the bad and the
ugly of all aspects of digital assets while not losing sight of the importance of financial indicators
and metrics as a measure of strength, potential and value.
Digital assets are not a hype, not a farce and certainly not a mirage. They are likely to be the next
step in the evolution of how money and value are perceived, used and generally function as a
catalyst for our global wealth and security. They can provide quickly pertained globally useful
solutions, allowing developing nations to leapfrog urgent developments and developed nations to
realize advanced inter-dependency across nations. It is likely to set the stage for the global
financial-economic and technological infrastructure, in what the world requires to provide solutions
to some of our greatest challenges.
Our 'raison d'être' is to provide you with quality guidance on these important digital assets, as a
way of better understanding their characteristics and developments.
With this, we wish you and anybody who uses our data much wisdom and understanding.

Some Company Characteristics
•
Partner of NASDAQ, offering data through their data platform (Quandl)
•
Member of INATBA (supported by the European Commission)
•
Partner of the University of The Hague’s blockchain department
•
Combines investment banking, engineering, computer science and regulatory experience
•
In-depth experience with Distributed Ledger Technology, blockchain and crypto assets
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Hedgefunds, family offices, institutions,
retail investors and (high-)net worth
individuals, wanting to get a good first
overview.
Any type of professional / institutional
investor who wishes to analyze and
incorporate the data in existing data
structures / files, wanting to understand
the landscape better.
Any type of professional / institutional
investor who wishes to invest in the
Internet of Value and its constituents.
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Algorithmically optimized
tailor-made investment
portfolio’s.

Online and personal contact

Our Goal with Crypto Intelligence – to ease the onboarding of investors and market
participants into this new asset class by offering data, evaluation and valuation tools and
processes necessary to invest knowingly.
Our Team for Crypto Intelligence

Camron Miraftab – Head of Research
•
•
•

Venture Capital & Consultancy
Blockchain Analyst (since 2014)
BD Director at AERGO (Sequoia-backed
blockchain start-up)

Former ECB Supervisor Market Risk
Economist & Computer Scientist
Blockchain Researcher (since 2015)

Sven Brekelmans – Advisor
•
•
•

Jan-Maarten Prevoo – CTO

Alfred Prevoo – Founder
•
•
•

Civil Engineer
Blockchain Consultant & Trainer
(since 2013)
Former Project Manager, 9+ years
experience

•
•
•

Mechanical Engineer & Programmer
Consultant to Fortune 500 companies
Blockchain (since 2013)

Menno Wierema – Advisor
•
•
•

Former M&A FIG Deutsche Bank
Former CFO 3D Hubs
Blockchain Advisor (since 2015)

Blockchain Investments & Co. is a thesis-driven crypto-asset investment
management and market intelligence firm headquartered in Utrecht, the
Netherlands with offices in London, United Kingdom.
It was incorporated in 2017.

Solution Description
Digital Assets will build the Internet of Value
Bitcoin has taken the world by storm, but there is still a lot of misinformation about crypto
assets in general as well as its underlying technology, blockchain. Its high degree of
complexity as well as its young exposure raise many questions. The answer lies in highquality research for:
•
•
•

Analysis
Research
Investing

High-quality data in this young sector is very scarce and much needed. In fact, there are only
a number of companies specialized in providing curated price, volume and exchange data.
When it comes to the real need, such as correlation, rating and forecast data, the number of
companies tailoring to this need is less than a handful.

Out of these companies, we are proud to have been selected by NASDAQ to provide this
data. Digital Assets will build the new Internet of Value, where technology will enable us to
move value across the world just like we are moving information today.

Crypto Intelligence Products
Curated and high quality metrics for decision makers
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NASDAQ’s Quandl Data Products
Quandl Product

Description

Price Forecast and Price Driver Analysis

A daily feed of predicted cryptocurrency prices for 7
upcoming days calculated using one-month and oneyear rolling historical datasets. Includes time-series
decomposition of price data into seasonal, trend, and
remainder components.

Investment-Driven Ratios and Sentiment
Analysis

Daily updates on three common cryptocurrency
ratios: Net Value Transaction, Price-to-Metcalfe, and
Transaction Amount to Active Addresses. Sentiment
data includes a 0 to 100 (bearish to bullish) indicator
for the leading and longest standing cryptocurrency –
Bitcoin.

Correlation

Daily Pearson correlations between cryptocurrencies
and gold, the trade-weighted USD, the NASDAQ US
500 Large Cap index, and the NASDAQ EURO 50
index. Covering the top 50 crypto assets, this valuepriced dataset gives a basis for comparison in crypto
investments.

Rating

Monthly and quarterly overviews of the strengths and
weaknesses of top crypto assets by market
capitalization. Each asset is comprehensively
evaluated by incorporating hundreds of aspects from
over 80 subcategories to ensure fair ratings.

Crypto Intelligence Products
Curated and high quality metrics for decision makers
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Coverage
Product

Asset Coverage

Historical Coverage

Price Prediction

Top 50 digital assets by
market cap (approx. 95
percent of the market cap)

Upcoming 7 days of
prediction data

Price Drivers

Top 50 digital assets by
market cap (approx. 95
percent of the market cap)

1 year rolling data

Ratio

Over 50 digital assets

Up to 2011 (crypto
dependent)

Rating

Top 20 digital assets by
market cap (>90 percent of
the market cap)

Updated monthly

Descriptive

Top 50 digital assets by
market cap (approx. 95
percent of the market cap)

Updated quarterly

Correlation

Top 50 digital assets by
market cap (approx. 95
percent of the market cap)

1 year rolling data

Sentiment

Bitcoin as leading asset

From 1st of February 2018
onwards

Crypto Intelligence Coverage

Blockchain Investments & Co. is a thesis-driven crypto-asset investment
management and market intelligence firm headquartered in Utrecht, the
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Direct Links

Blockchain Investments Cryptocurrency Bundle (BICB)
https://www.quandl.com/databases/BICB/documentation

Cryptocurrency Correlations (BICC)
https://www.quandl.com/databases/BICC/documentation

Cryptocurrency Price Forecasts and Price Driver Analysis (BICP)
https://www.quandl.com/databases/BICP/documentation

Cryptocurrency Ratings (BICR)
https://www.quandl.com/databases/BICR/documentation

Cryptocurrency Ratios and Sentiment (BICRS)
https://www.quandl.com/databases/BICRS/documentation

Crypto Intelligence Products
Curated and high quality metrics for decision makers

